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...there are other influences which enfeeble the health
of a great number of workers, intemperance most of
all.  All possible temptations, all allurements combine
to bring the workers to drunkenness.  Liquor is almost
their only source of pleasure, and all things conspire to
make it accessible to them.  The working man comes
from his work tired, exhausted, finds his home
comfortless, damp, dirty, repulsive; he has urgent need
of recreation, he must have something to make work
worth his trouble, to make the prospect of the next day
endurable.  His unnerved, uncomfortable,
hypochondriac state of mind and body arising from
his unhealthy condition, and especially from
indigestion, is aggravated beyond endurance by the
general conditions of his life, the uncertainty of his
existence, his dependence upon all possible accidents
and chances, and his inability to do anything towards
gaining an assured position.  His enfeebled frame,
weakened by bad air and bad food, violently demands
some external stimulus; his social need can be gratified
only in the public house, he has absolutely no other
place where he can meet his friends.  How can he be
expected to resist the temptation?  It is morally and
physically inevitable that, under such circumstances, a
very large number of working men should fall into
intemperance.  And apart from the chiefly physical
influences which drive the working man into
drunkenness, there is the example of the great mass,
the neglected education, the impossibility of protecting
the young from temptation, in many cases the direct
influence of intemperate parents, who give their own
children liquor, the certainty of forgetting for an hour
or two the wretchedness and burden of life, and a
hundred other circumstances so mighty that the
workers can, in truth, hardly be blamed for yielding to
such overwhelming pressure.  Drunkenness has here
ceased to be a vice, for which the vicious can be held
responsible; it becomes a phenomenon, the necessary
inevitable effect of certain conditions upon an object
possessed of no volition in relation to those conditions.
They who have degraded the working man to a mere
object have the responsibility to bear.  (Engels 1958:
113-4)

1. An Institutional Economy, Resource-Access and
Forms of Being
Heidegger argued that ‘philosophical work’ belongs ‘right
here in the midst of the peasant’s work...It is intimately
rooted in...the life of the peasants’ (Heidegger quoted in
Cooper 1996: 54).  I would like to consider this, in relation
to the urban poor whose lives have become the subject of
public discussions about health-inequalities, violence,
substance and alcohol use and criminality.  We need to
contemplate the link between access to economic resources,
value and human being and understand how those lacking

resources experience the interpersonal in a way that
precludes them from strategising: contemplating a future,
and thereby investing in the present, so that their
behaviours appear chaotic, confused, lacking in direction,
ambition and foresight.

However, given the near-impossibility of those closest to
the poor ever gaining  the credentials needed even to apply
for posts within the institutions that produce
representations, perhaps we need to reconsider the nature
of the phenomena that a segregated and differentiating
academy separates in order to constitute specialist
disciplines that produce the institutional capital necessary
for careers.  Perhaps we need to reintegrate phenomena
that are artificially separated by different academic groups.
Bourdieu speaks of:

studies...which...generally concur in autonomising
certain levels of social reality and give only very limited
space to economic transformations, in particular to
systematic examination of the influence such
transformations have on the system of social relations
and dispositions.  (Bourdieu 1979: 30)

Single parents, teenage sexuality, violence, drug use,
criminality, health, all relate to the system of social relations
and to changes in people’s dispositions: their feelings and
habits.  If we are to understand the chaos, the decay, the
personal malaise, that results in a disinvestment from forms
of personal investment, a lack of concern for health, an un-
willingness to save or otherwise invest in a future, an
increased, anonymous aggression in public, as well as
crime, then perhaps we need to reassess the nature of the
lives open to people within contemporary Britain.  The
link between forms of access to resources and the human
forms interpersonally realised that necessitate an
adaptation, dispositionally, are well articulated in the
following:

...if yer’ve feelin’s yer fucked...Yer can’t fuckin’ afford
feelin’s Simon, yer fuckin’ can’t, they fuck you...Wiyaht
feelin’s yer safe... Wi’ feelin’s yer better off dead.  At
their level, thi’don’t need it, it’s all rahnd ‘em...it’s
respect, at ahr level it’s all physical, it’s what yer can
see and feel, it’s all money at ahr level, rest in’t the’er
fo’ us, it’s just what yer’ve got, so tha’s gotta ‘ave if tha’
wants any respect, fo’ them thi’ve got so thi’ get respect,
so thi’ think life’s mo’ore abaht respect than abaht
money, they can afford to ‘ave feelin’s, we fuckin’ can’t.
(S: We just face ahr failure in everybody rahnd us.  It
all comes together wi’ them.)  No, thi’ve got it anyway,
ah’s it’s got to be real, feel it an’ fuckin’ spend it.  That’s
why Y survives.  Fo’ us it’s just a struggle to even ‘ave
any decencies, to just be able to live decently, treated
right, it’s fuckin’ a struggle.  Wi never, yer know.
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We can see why Bourdieu says that:

...dispositions can only be understood by reference to
the economic and social situation which structures the
agents’ whole experience through the mediation of their
subjective apprehension of their objective, collective
future.  That apprehension derives its form, modality,
and content from the potentialities objectively inscribed
in the situation...  (Bourdieu 1979: 64)

The way in which apprehension of their situation affects
people’s behaviour is the crucial issue.  Let us consider an
example:

A deadly teenage craze for inhaling poisonous fumes
from burning wheelie bins shows no signs of ending,
worried residents have warned.  Dozens of Maltby
youngsters are believed to be stealing rubbish bins and
then setting them alight, before crowding round and
breathing in the resulting noxious gases...Residents in
Hazel Road said 13 bins - thought to be worth up to
£45 each - had been taken in one night.  Cllr Christine
Beaumont said that it had taken her two weeks to have
her stolen bin replaced, only for its replacement to be
pinched a day later.  ‘Kids are stealing people’s bins
when they put them out for the dustman.  People need
to realise what this costs and that it is costing them
through their council Tax.’  Another frustrated resident
said: ‘It’s horrendous.  There are kids coming off the
Crags at 5am after being there all night.’  Residents
Fume over Bin Thefts.  The Advertiser Friday March 24,
2006.

Bourdieu talks of necessity, chronic poverty, forcing people
‘to surrender their economic conduct and their whole
existence to incoherence’ (Bourdieu 1979: 44) because
without the means to access the public, economic, realm,
they are trapped in an endless present, a present that allows
them to exist in a perpetual moment that must be dealt
with and countered, physiologically, biochemically,
leaving the poorest to desperately seek ‘laughs’,
constitutable ‘events’ that constitute meaningful
experiences in a situation in which they are condemned by
their situation and condition to a life in which their activity
is ‘devoid of profitability and consequently of meaning’
(Bourdieu 1979: 44).  They face endless days in which they
are condemned to a ‘state of perpetual frustration and
insecurity which leads them to hope for immediate
satisfactions’ (Bourdieu 1979: 65).  These satisfactions
cannot be elaborate: they lack the personal resources even
to constitute meaningfully absorbing events, and so they
are condemned to an activity that involves them passively
ingesting available substances that might create some kind
of physiological alteration in the biology of the sympathetic
nervous system, a ‘buzz’ or a ‘kick’, that deepens the
‘laughs’ that have to be sought to punctuate inherently
vacuous lives of little opportunity or hope:

All mi mates who’ve got kids thi’ all want to get aht
country, thi’ wo’ sayin’ Rawmarsh comp, thi’ carryin’
blades, wi’ got bus last ne’eght, these two girls, Ah ses,
‘ahr owd ‘r you’, thi’ ses ‘thirteen’, off the’re ‘eads on
Poppers (S: What’s that?) cheap and nasty, it’s liquid

form ‘r Amyl Nitrate, Ah ses, ‘What yer tekin’ that fo’
thi’ ses, ‘it chills yer, wi’ ‘ave a better laugh’.  Wi’ went
into Rother’am, all it is, is immigrants, blokes on
steroids wi’ fake tans thi’ could never get in Caribbean.
Ah’ wo’ aht Sat’d’y ne’eght, talkin’ wi’ one’r mi mates
who’s a bouncer: everybody’s just lookin’ ova at yer all
time.  It is, it’s just fucked.  Rother’am’s just a cess pool
nahr.

If such people stand out on buses in South Yorkshire, then
what chance do such people have in an economy in which
manner and style are so consequential to access?  People
are trapped by the level of their resources to a realm of
determinate possibilities:

Wi’yaht fundin’ what can yer do...to launch owt it’s
five ‘undred pahnd a week costs fo’ space, wi’y a shop,
yer need fifty grahnd just to refurb, what can yer du?
Realistically, yer might as well bi at Tesco stackin’
shelves...it costs me over two ‘undred pahnd a week
just to move abaht wi’ a purpose, yer know, petrol
food, coffee, two ‘undred quid just to get to sit there
talkin’ what they’re abaht what you’re abaht, just sat
there talkin’ costs yer money!  To socialise cheap yer
ave to walk rahnd...park in cheap shoes that’s ahr bad
it is.

The details are revealing, and it is easy for middle class
people to take for granted the personal privileges that
accrue to them because of income.  To look purposeful, to
walk deliberately, requires assurance, to move about in
the public realm, requires income, transport, it requires
the appropriate marks of presence, the right clothes, it
requires resources of self-presentation to meet and discern
mutual interests with a view to doing something.  This is
why the comportment of the poor manifests their
submission:

Rahnd ‘ere all it is, is w’kin’ people walkin’ wi’ the’r
‘eads dahn, arms t’ floor ‘cos the’re so fuckin’ miserable,
fuckin’ guin’ aht gettin’ aht’r the ‘eads ‘cos thi’ can’t
stand what the’re duin’ an’ can’t see a way aht.

2. Economic Insecurity and Forms of Being
It has emerged clearly that job insecurity is now
everywhere: in the private sector, but also in the public
sector, which has greatly increased the number of
temporary, part-time or casual positions; in industry,
but also in the institutions of cultural production and
diffusion - education, journalism, the media, etc.  In all
these areas it produces more or less identical effects,
which become particularly visible in the extreme case
of the unemployed: the destructuring of existence,
which is deprived among other things of its temporal
structures, and the ensuing deteriorisation of the whole
relationship to the world, time and space.  Casualisation
profoundly affects the person who suffers it: by making
the whole future uncertain, it prevents all rational
anticipation and, in particular, the basic belief and hope
in the future that one needs in order to rebel, especially
collectively, against present conditions, even the most
intolerable...The unemployed and the casualised
workers, having suffered a blow to their capacity to
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project themselves into the future, which is the
precondition for all so-called rational conducts, starting
with economic calculation, or, in a quite different realm,
political organisation, are scarcely capable of being
mobilised.  Paradoxically...in order to conceive a
revolutionary project, in other words a reasoned
ambition to transform the present by reference to a
projected future, one needs some grasp on the present.
(Bourdieu 1998: 82)

The last twenty-six years have created too impoverished a
range of cultural references for too many sections of the
population:

It’s not her [mother’s] fault Ah [I] took drugs, Ah just
Ah wanted to take drugs, Ah wanted to bi a
druggy...Ohnny [Only] thing, Ah’m graftin’ [stealing]
to get mi ‘ands on it, once Ah can Ah’m [I’m] back wi’y
[with it] it.  That’s ma [my] life.  Ah’ve got nothin’, Ah
dun’t [don’t] care abaht [about] gettin’ a habit, Ah din’t
[didn’t] care, just hopin’ that one day Ah would tek
[take] an overdose or somethin’.  Ah just wanted ma
life to bi o’er [over] wi’ [with].

As a factory worker observed of younger casual workers:

...thi tek drugs thi’ve nowt to live fo’, when yer’ve got
no education yer’ve been put in a shit form at school,
teld yer no good, ye’ve no hope, yer’ve no self esteem,
yer an’t got owt t’ live fo’, yer can understand why thi’
tek drugs, the’r lives are totally worthless, it’s like a
slow suicide.

When the emptiness of available existential possibilities
forces people to resolve the problem of their being through
realising an embodied state of unconcern, then we need a
consideration that embeds such despair in something like
a terrain of significance that approaches its essential nature.

Moreover, given that those most dispossessed of the
resources to contemplate, live practical lives, those lives
pose interesting questions for anyone interested in the
application of philosophy.  If we are to understand forms
of life whose ways of being are practical, then
phenomenological ideas are uniquely suited because of
their attempt to escape the priority of the conscious
individual subject and situate human communicative
processes in a ‘pre-epistemic relation to other human
subjects which is rooted in our immediate responsiveness
to them’ (McGinn 1997: 8).  This is vital if we are to grasp
the form of being of those whose way of being is
circumspectively realised by forms of involvement
necessitated by particular forms of treatment, forms that
so situate them that they have to resort to forms of coping
that foreclose upon mediated forms requiring interpersonal
conditions linked to income.  As Bourdieu puts it:

...one cannot...denounce the inhuman social conditions
of existence imposed upon proletarians...and credit the
people placed in such situations with the full
accomplishment of their human potentialities...
(Bourdieu 1998b: 136)

Bourdieu, like Hegel, recognised the essential nature of

recognition, of distinction positively constituted, to the
experience of intersubjective forms that are the basis of
recognisably human ways of being, when he wrote:

...there is no worse deprivation, no worse
privation...than...the losers in the symbolic struggle for
recognition, for access to a socially recognised social
being, in a word, to humanity.  (Bourdieu 2000a: 242)

As Badiou suggests, ‘we must not forget that there
are...savages among us...the drug addicts of the banlieues’
(Badiou 2001: 26) and understanding may be a response:

‘Do not deplore, do not laugh, do not hate -
understand.’  There is no point sociologists adopting
Spinoza’s precept if they are unable to put it into
practice.  But how can we offer readers the means of
understanding - which means taking people as they
are - except by providing the theoretical instruments
that let us see these lives as necessary through a
systematic search for the causes and reasons they have
for being what they are?  (Bourdieu 2000b: 1)

But how do we make sense of the ‘causes and reasons they
have for being what they are?’   To give us a sense of the
personal impact of inequalities and how their human forms
become sedimented in recognisable, embodied, forms that
individuals have to bear as part of their encounter with
their public significance, with being as they find it disclosed
vis-à-vis others, we need evidence, testimony:

...it’s intimidating bein’ in an office environment, yer
know, yer ‘ave to interact wi’ people, bi pleasant, put
on a front, talk the bullshit, Ah walk in like a criminal,
head dahn, Ah can’t bi’ doin’ the pleasantries, yer
know, Ah aven’t got the education fo’ it, Ah aven’t the
means, yer know the life, Ah’ve done nothin’ in life.
Simon, who the fuck...is gonna give us a chance in life?
If some secretary looks at us as nothin’s who the fuck
is gonna give you nothin’?  People see us fo’ what we
are in life, yer know what Ah’m tryin’ t’ say, what can
you do with that?  Yer know, you walk into a buildin’
an’ secretaries are lookin’ at you like ‘who the fuck is
that?’ ‘what the fuck does he do?’  It’s hard to be
pleasant when yer ‘an’t got that leeway with people.

How people experience their daily working and social
lives, and their feelings about themselves are clearly
intimately connected:

You need money to have time, you have to sell your
time to someone else, that’s why I am poor, I can’t
afford the time to myself.  Like a slave...I once was
ambitious but now my ambition has gone...I don’t share
their background, what they take for granted is like
another world, I don’t have their daily experience so I
don’t understand a lot of what they say, all of your
feelings come from the small things, without your
experience of the small things, it doesn’t make any
sense.

What is manifest, here, is the ‘accord between the
‘subjective’ and the ‘objective’, between dispositions and
positions, between anticipations (or hopes) and
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opportunities’ (Bourdieu 2005: 5).  Hope, a sense of the
future, relates to opportunity, it is a form of anticipation
felt in relation to mediated forms of relation that relate to
income.  It is opportunities that relate to the sociality of
distinct realms that produce people’s feelings of hope or
fear.  We get a sense of how different everyday
significances are, ‘I don’t understand a lot of what they
say, all of your feelings come from the small things’, and it
is worth remembering that in ‘a differentiated society, what
are called ‘common’ nouns - work, family, mother, love,
etc. - assume in reality different and even antagonistic
meanings, because the members of the same ‘linguistic
community’ use more or less the same language’ (Bourdieu
1991: 41) to refer, in radically different conditions of
existence, to aspects of the world disclosed in a completely
different relation to presence and being.  Because we are
related to objectivity differently, that is, because our
subjectivities emerge from different objective encounters
with being, our relation to intersubjectivity, to others’ and
the interpersonal, is different.  Because our significances
are different, the kinds of transitivities of meaning, the
subjective donations of significance we experience, are
different and these are fundamental aspects of the
intraworldly in which we are enmired, enveloped and
immersed.  This one sees in ways of treating and tending
the body and in how one expects to be addressed and,
indeed, in how one addresses oneself.1  Our encounter
with ourselves is a fundamental aspect of how we are
located.  It is why our kind is inflected in our way of being:
the hardest thing to grasp, cross-class, is the difference in
being, in form of person-hood.  Intraworldly aspects are so
different that two people of different classes cannot speak
to one another about the world, which is why they have to
talk about neutral aspects of the externality of the world,
like the weather, anything constituted in relation to
affectivity will be totally different.  Wilkinson talks of ‘the
real psychosocial damage that social status distinctions
inflict’ (Wilkinson 1999: 535) and of the ‘way social
structures impose psychic damage and human costs’
(Wilkinson 1996: 23).  What does this mean?

3. Heidegger, Vulnerability to the Disclosed,
Value and Meaning
Heidegger elucidated a more fundamental involvement of
people with things than that of subject and object and called

this more basic directedness ‘comportment towards’
(Heidegger 1988).  For Heidegger, comportment manifests
the ‘aspects’ in terms of which people and things are
perceived, the understanding of being realised in
immediate responses: ‘beings in their being, comport
themselves toward their being’.  In other words, what
matters, what is valued, forms of intelligibility, are manifest
in how people manifest the forms of human value in terms
of which they spontaneously realise themselves.  It is only
through such projectively realised forms of understanding
that we manifest presence and produce recognisably
human forms.  And it is because these realms are
immediately realised, as responses to others’ perceived
form, that they are such an injurious aspect of our being-
oriented in relation to others:

Yer know, Ah could tell ahr shi’ looked at me, yer know,
yer a joke to ‘em, if thi’ can’t physically see the goodies,
the clothes and the phone an’ stuff, yer a joke...yer
know, yer realise, ahr thi’ look an’ stand, yer know,
that they have to come down to ahr level, to ahr
lifestyle, thi’ can’t do it, thi’ tolerate us when thi’ ‘ave
to, they can see us fo’ what we are, an’ thi can’t do it,
it’s too basic fo’ ‘em, we’re too basic fo’ them kind’r
people...

Comportment realises the aspects in terms of which one is
perceived, and realises a meaning that one has to
‘understand’ in order to deal socially, appropriately, with
others.  ‘Normality’, for those lacking in the resources
necessary to participate in a commodity economy, means
removing oneself from spaces that are injurious because of
the aspects of being, or the forms of presence, one
encounters in relation to others’ responses.  Merleau-
Ponty’s words seem poignant:

The soul, if it possesses no means of expression...no
means of actualising itself - soon ceases to be anything
whatsoever.  (Merleau-Ponty 1963: 209)

Our intentional life is incomprehensible outside of
participatory engagement. We can only conceive of
ourselves as creatures for whom such forms of person-
hood are possibilities if they are realised as possibilities,
relationally, through relationships that actualise distinct
possibilities as forms through which we are engaged.
Without that, without the capacity to show-up as persons
worthy of respect and value, we cannot be the subject,
even to ourselves, of human feelings. Finitude becomes a
constantly endured condition of the limitation of all that
one can-be because of what one objectively, socially, is.
This is why Heidegger suggested that ‘Dasein is never
more than it factically is, for to its facticity its potentiality-
for-Being belongs essentially’ (Heidegger 1962: 185).  How
one is treated makes available the form of one’s being as a
realised possibility in relation to which one’s ability-to-be
is circumscribed:

...it’s just everybody...in general...thi’ look at yer like
yer muck...dirt on floor.  [Pause] ...people just, people
just, ‘orrable people, nasty, thi’ look at yer terrible fo’
no reason, like thi’ want to ‘ave a gu at yer...Ah feel
worthless, Ah’ve got myself a worthless, Ah feel
worthless in miseln’, Ah just feel worthless.  (S: What

1 One sees this in drinking and drug use.  I have often noticed
that the most elite people do not use alcohol in the same way
at all.  Their subjectivity is not affected by the physiology of
chronic stress that often drives workers to drink and being
valued they are neither lonely nor in question by the social.
Indeed, rather than experiencing their own negation, and
isolation, they experience the social as a realm of fruition, in
which their self is constituted and affirmed, they experience a
vital subjectivity that comes from being valued, they are
solicited and respected in a way that is not the case for working
class people.  Going out to a working class night club, one
sees an awful lot of lonely men who cannot contact others
and drinking is a way to obliterate the need for sociality by
dimming down the means through which the need arises,
one’s humanity.  If your humanity is negated then negating
one’s own capacity to feel will increase your experience of
being a human being by curtailing your capacity to feel; it is
way of cutting the umbilical cord of subject-and-world,
dimming down the senses and turning off awareness of others’
responses, temporarily severing one’s relation to one’s
objectivity and to the social in which one is, as nothing.
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meks yer feel worthless...?) Ahr people treat yer in
public, no jobs, no money...

We might compare this testimony with the words of Fanon:
‘Imprisoned in this overwhelming objectivity...I stumble,
and the other, by gestures, attitudes, looks, fixed me, in
the sense that one fixes a chemical solution with a dye’
(Fanon 1967: 109).  The testimony’s formulation is stark:
‘Ah just feel worthless...Ahr people treat yer in public, no
jobs, no money...’  Clearly, his presence in the light of the
public understanding that he finds instantiated (‘thi’ look
at yer terrible fo’ no reason’) is mediated by his value,
which issues from penury: ‘no jobs, no money’.  This
person’s mutilated experience of being arises from a
mutilated form of being (perceived) inflected by the realm
of public value emergent from the framing of the public
space in relation to embodied forms of value.  His
mutilation is manifest in the verbal slippage, ‘Ah’ve got
myself a worthless’, which is quickly corrected, ‘Ah feel
worthless in miseln’, and then repeated to exorcise the
shame of his realised discomfort.  It is not just repeated
but repeated immediately in order to presence the acuity
of his being-realised as minded body-subject in the
opportunity to be engaged respectfully, as ‘possessed’ ‘of’
and ‘by’ a mind, in the situation of this conversation.  With
the souls of those without the means to solicit recognition
and contact becoming terrains of negation and failure
endured physiologically through a constant experience of
strain, it is hardly surprising that non-existence becomes a
necessity one must actualise in order to escape a tortuous
experience.  Such experience is of nothingness coursing
through one’s veins and sinew, haunting the habitat of the
body as it is turned-against itself by forms of being that
are actualised against their own inherent capacities, human
sensibility collapsing into the mechanics of an
impoverished form of being:

What it is wi’ me, wi’ workin’ class is that we are so
brutal, we ‘ave to be, an’ it gu’s right back, Ah mean,
Ah wo’ allous fat kid wi’ no new clothes, an’ when Ah
used to gu to lads on field thi’d se’ ‘no fuck off you
can’t play football wi’ us ‘cos you’re crap’, so Ah used
to walk off an’ think ‘fuck ‘em...’...you do have to cut
yerself off from the pain, you have to survive, ‘cos life
is just all abaht pain, an’ when yer gu to work ...yer
‘ave to cut yerself off...’cos ma life wo’ ‘fuck me Ah’ve
got a fo’ty quid phone bill, what the fuck do Ah do wi’
that?’  That’s ahr we are...we have to learn to be happy
wi’ our pain...if somebody ses ‘are you happy?’ Ah
don’t even know what that means or ahr to gu abaht
answerin’ it, to me it means, ‘Am I wet’, no ‘Ah’m dry’,
‘Am Ah in danger’, no Ah’m safe, ‘Am Ah in pain’,
‘no’, ‘is owt impacting on me’, no, well Ah must be
alright so Ah must be happy...we can’t get on wi’
middle class people, ‘cos thi’s ohnny them who feel
like that who’ll get on wi’ yer...yer experience fucks
yer...if yer talk to a middle class person abaht yer life
thi’ think,...’thi’s cunt’s got a mental problem’, but we
are taught to bi depressed, basically by everythin’ rahnd
us, an’ them who’re happy are them who can get aht’r
the heads ‘cos the space in yer head is med shit by
what’s fuckin’ happenin’ to yer, by what’s guin’ on,
shall we se’, ahtside...

This makes stark the qualitative terrain of absence that is
endured, the lack of anything worthwhile, bequeathing
lives of pained endurance that require chemical aid to live.
Unable to avoid the terms of disclosure, unable to avoid
being affected by the sense of being, the only terrain of
response is in-being: one must personally cope with one’s
own body as an environment affected by its human
dispositions and thwart one’s human needs by curtailing
the experience of being; one must counter chemical-
stressors by using other chemicals in a mode of address of
one’s humanity that is purely primal.  It is this link between
public worthlessness, the evacuation of self, avoidance of
subjectivity and chemical-induced physiological
countering of disclosures of sense infusing the blood with
chemical-stressors that I want to consider.  Does this
‘practical’ experience of presence, or existence, pose
further, more philosophical questions?

4. Presence, the Public and the Terrain of Being:
The Physiological as an Interpersonally Induced
Biochemical Problem Demanding Address

Gone are the childhood days of play and freedom from
self-consciousness in public and with the advent of self-
consciousness comes awareness of their objectivity.
Ordinarily it is the youngsters from the poorer families
most unable to contest this interrogation by the public
realm by deploying cultural or financial resources, who
are on the streets and so resort to extremes of behaviour
as if to concoct a counter-presence...to resist their being
confronted with their objective worth...A question then
is how can such ‘mindless’ individuals be sensitive to
such judgments when their behaviour would seem to
indicate an unfeeling...insensitivity? ...They deface the
public realm about them because confronted by the
public realm they come face-to-face with their
anonymity...Their responses are ‘mindless’ because the
anonymity of the objective public realm is being echoed
by a subjective anonymity...In the public square they
are having a confrontation with being...We describe
their behaviour as mindless, uneducated, insensitive,
careless...lacking in culture...but they are in fact coming
to realistic self-awareness.  (Gilfillan 2002: 100)

What Gilfillan articulates is the effect of instantiated
patterns of intelligibility that are encountered such that
this ‘demands’ an immediately realised response which is
consequential for their experience of presence and being:
an ‘enforced’ constant maintenance of being
circumspectively.  It is the everyday way of being-there
that involves a kind of sight but not deliberative thematic
awareness, an everyday coping in which there is awareness
but not self-awareness.  Hence there is no self-referential
experience of deliberate choice, no experience of volition,
in conditions that preclude choosing to-be-other-than-one-
is-perceived-to-be, limiting subordinate people’s ability-
to-be as that is experienced as a realised form of being-
there.  It is worth recalling that Bourdieu demands that we
understand dispositions, how people are, in terms of
apprehensions that derive their ‘form, modality, and
content from the potentialities objectively inscribed in the
situation’ (Bourdieu 1979: 64).  Understanding the situation
demands a labour of research into the depth of people’s
experience of its consequences:

Heidegger and Understanding the Urban Poor: Chemical Simon J Charlesworth
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It’s very difficult to have any influence on these kids,
to the extent that the more angry these kids are, the’re
not bein’ rebellious, thi’ just angry, an’ that, that anger
is related to ahr bad they are feelin’ abaht themselves,
yer know these kids are just jumpin up an’ dahn an’
‘ye’, ye’, ye’’, an’ getting’ pissed up an’ prattin’ abaht
an’ all so’orts’r things, an’ even swastikas on faces an’
things like that, the worse their behaviour is, is a clear
illustration of ahr bad they are feelin’ abaht themselves,
they don’t know that the’re feelin’ bad abaht
themselves, they don’t know what the problem is, they
don’t know why?  Yer know?  It’s reflected back at ‘em
from all angles an’ all they can do is respond ahr thi’
do but it’s not guin’ through the’re minds, it’s just there
all rahnd ‘em, in ahr the’re tret an’ that’s why it’s so
hard to deal wi’, if yer w’k wiy’em.

The need to dispense with deliberative categories that posit
conscious states is clear from the words, ‘the’re not bein’
rebellious, thi’ just angry’, which again shows how we
need to understand the terrain of their affectedness if we
are to understand working class people.2  This person is
elucidating behaviour, not in response to consciousness,
but in relation to the receptive aspect of human beings’
attunement to how they find themselves situated and
related-to, interpretatively, in terms of sense, such that their
way of being, emerges from how they find things made to
matter to them in determinate ways:

The fact that this sort of thing can ‘matter’ to it is grounded
in one’s affectedness; and as affectedness it has already
disclosed the world...Dasein’s openness to the world is
constituted existentially by the attunement of affectedness.
(Heidegger 1962: 176)

Heidegger highlights the primacy of affectedness to our
experience of the everyday when he says ‘affectedness’ is
ontically the most familiar and everyday sort of thing; our
Stimmung, [mood] our being-at-tuned’ (Heidegger 1962:
172) and it seems to be clearly manifest in the testimony’s
articulation of the experience of the young people
described:

an’ that, that anger is related to ahr bad they are feelin’
abaht themselves...the worse their behaviour is, is a
clear illustration of ahr bad they are feelin’ abaht
themselves.

And this state of forced access to being has negative
consequences in the areas that such people live, ‘I can’t see
a future here at all...just walkin’ dahn street or in car: allous
got to bi some moron screamin’ at yer, just cos thi feel bad
abaht the’rselns’.  So sensitive are they to what they are
that they have to destroy any capacity to perceive, or be
aware, or sensitive, because anything human, any quality
they have, is negated and only weakens their capacity to

be-there, living this situation endlessly, relentlessly, being
as non-being:

Y’s fuckin’ aht’r ‘is head all time, if hi’s not hi’s fuckin’
painin’ o’er’ stuff, failure does that to yer, yer can’t
find what yer need ahtside, so yer look in, fuck’s yer
head up, the world’s just fuckin’ shit.  Like Y’s misery,
we all feel it, we all know it, hi’s no words, hi’ feels it.
Every fucker’s miserable.  (S: No, Ah know that, yer
see ahr desperate it is when yer aht wi’y ‘em ‘avin’ a
good time.)  Ye’ see, fo’ us it’s just abaht forgettin’ it
in’t abaht havin’ a good time, ‘avin’ a good time is
abaht getting’ off yer head, forget life, we need drugs,
drugs is good fo’ yer.  (S: Or drink, Ah drink.)  Drink
mellows yer [out], it in’t escape, pillin’ it, charlie’s
[cocaine] a way aht, feel different, confident, gettin’
better attitude3.  (S: ...Like yer like yerself more coked
up?)  Ye’, yer gettin’ away, no gettin’ away, but yer
findin’ a way.  That’s why it’s big business, lot of money
in it.

So intimate is this encounter with a being-there that is
inescapable because it emerges from the nature of the
constitution of public space - and with a condition of being
that leads them to desperately seek escape from the
inescapable, being, by attempting to live not-being, by
adopting, not only a whole range of practices like drinking
and drug taking, but a whole range of comportments-
toward.  Such a life is restricted to those who are similarly
constituted and an existential manner which is not, simply,
about attempting to take a stand on respecting their own
degradation before the eyes of superiors but also an attempt
to live a body that is defiled against itself, through a
comportment constituted to ‘manage’ its own physiological
responses.  It does so by obscuring its rootedness in a
constant ‘triggering’ psycho-corporeally, and thus obscures
its sensitivity and its affectedness in the only dignity and
‘choice’ it can constitute before the world: to not betray it’s
own human betrayal in the eyes of others, ‘ahr fuck ‘em’,
the eternal refrain of the degraded.  The convolutions of
being for subordinates are a desperate rear-guard action
against all and sundry because public intelligibility is
everywhere.  What these people live, in every moment of
their attempt to instantiate a form of being that simply
‘works’, is that ‘Publicness primarily controls every way
in which the world and Dasein get interpreted, and it is

2 By ‘working class’ I mean unskilled, semi-skilled and skilled
manual workers, what the UK Registrar General defines as
social classes IIIM, IV and V.  The testimony I use should not
be taken as representative of the day-to-day experience of
every member of these three classes.   I am aware of course
that class fractions exist within the working class and that
some sections enjoy relative affluence.

3 What we see here is the unavoidable pervasive impact of how
we are affected by what is disclosed about oneself through
the horror of a world in which self-hood, person, is valueless.
It seems to me that what this remark about ‘getting’ better
attitude’ alludes to is that drugs displace the primal mood .
What we need to remember is that we can only displace a
mood by establishing a different one and it seems to me that
drugs are the only way to overcome a fundamental aspect of
the vulnerability of the lowly to the positioning their being
issues from in such damaged and self-injurious ways.  (I use
lowly since some of these people are not actually chronically
poor, in fact some are rich but they remain marked and
stigmatised).   In a sense, the contextualisation of their world
by their treatment fixes not only the realm in which they can
move but the range of moods that are available to experience
being in relation to.  It seems to me that what arises from this
is the insight that working class people’s relationship to
intersubjectivity is different because their relationship to the
social is dominated by their objectivity.  Consequentially, their
relationship to self and subjectivity has to be different.
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always right’ (Heidegger 1962: 165).  Their use of
articulations concerning ‘they’ and ‘them’ reveal a mode
of being that cannot be other than it is in reference to the
dominant qualities in whose terms they can appear only
negatively.  They are, ‘doomed to exemplify properties
that are often simply the lowly underside of a dominant
property, whose very absence they evoke’ (Bourdieu 1996:
151).  As one person put it, ‘We are inferior, it’s birthright.
No wonder they call us pond life.  I get it nahr!’  Their
perception vis-à-vis others’ in relation to absences of value,
are felt, in relation to others’ responses.  Which is why
perception, vis-à-vis sense, as it is instantiated in public
space, in relation to the constitution of value, leads
recognition to be a crucial medium of being.  How we
appear is instantiated; part of un-codified exchanges,
realised in patterns of association.  What this means is that
those who appear negatively experience others’ immediate
perceptions as issuing from a schema in which they are
perceived as lacking the inscribed forms of value necessary
to show up, positively, as that is manifest by an
interpersonally realised difference in treatment,
instantiated throughout the public realm.  Moreover, as
they perceive these configurations of sense instantiated in
responses, they understand how they are perceived, they
intuit, practically, the schemas manifest in comportment
because comportment manifest aspects: sense.  They carry
such a presence acquired through repeated experiences of
being-situated in these ways, and start to ‘wear it’ as one
person put it. Little wonder therefore that, from what is
remorseless being - what is immanent to dreams and
annihilating of any capacity for hope - they have to find a
way to put down what cannot be abandoned, to leave
momentarily what constitutes all moments and the
temporality they live as an endless now, their experience
of presence in conditions that are as personal and as
constant as their encounter with who and what they are
ever is.  Little wonder that, unable to resolve the dilemma
that negation is, that drugs have become the antidote to
meaninglessness, a chemical solution to what arises
biochemically and physiologically from the integrated
problem being poses for a creature born of the peculiar
nature, being-in-the-world.  Drugs are the substance that
makes substantive their resolution of being-nothing.  They
need an antidote to being human, to having feelings, to
being vulnerable, to having human faculties: tendencies to
care and for things to matter.  What ought to be the heart
of being is the medium of their extinction as social
creatures.  It forces them to try to alleviate the consequences
of being and realise their being as close to unconsciousness
as they can in order to avoid the pain that perception poses
to senses constituted in terms of any human proclivity.  It
forces them to cope, immanently, through the constancy
of moments hewn by a physiology they must endure as a
temporalising, environmentalising medium affecting their
relation to consciousness, being, and living, with conditions
that demand a total, immediate, response. It is a liveable
solution which must be habitually realised,
circumspectively: realising sensuousness in practically-
absorbing moments that nullify experience and realise the
body-subject as close to the emptiness they face in others’
responses, as they can:

I’ve had a rough week, I need to anaesth... anaesth...
drug (S: anaesthetise?) ye, anaesthetise miself ‘cos Ah’m

knackered but mi minds fuckin’ buzzin’, but Ah’m
exhausted, fuckin’ work on mi brain, can’t get it off,
need mi medicine?  (S: So what tha’ drinkin’?)  Ah’ve
got some Mayfield Super-strong4 lagers an’ a bottle’r
red.

Facing a life in which person-hood in any mutually
disclosed public sense is not an available possibility, facing
being-there in terms quite contrary to anything one might
attempt to be, it is hardly surprising that annihilating the
very possibility of being realised as a ‘self’ becomes an
infraconscious necessity.  Relations that interpersonally
curtail available sources of recognised forms of person-
hood, ensure that individuals are unable to be-realised in
positive possibilities. Thus their forms of intentionality
become constituted in terms of negation through forms of
self-curtailment realised projectively as self-annihilation.
Attempting to realise oneself, projectively, in terms of
comportment-towards positively valued forms, can only
involve re-affirming the grounds of anguish that are
implicitly managed in  the refusal to project that is
instantiated by maintaining being, realised
circumspectively: as close to subjectless practice as one
can.  This is why Heidegger says, ‘...projection, in throwing,
throws before itself the possibility as possibility, and lets it
be as such.  As projecting, understanding is the kind of
Being of Dasein in which it is its possibilities as possibilities’
(Heidegger 1962: 185).  Individuals attempt to realise a
projection of themselves as persons or particular kinds of
selves but this has to be accepted, made as a mutual
possibility and actualised through networks of
relationships that render those identities real as matters of
being, as objective, public and existent.  This has been the
real coup of the dominant to seize all significant
possibilities and render them utterly fused with their own
manner of being - their comportment - so that subordinates
must fail.  And this is why Heidegger says, ‘Dasein is its
Self only in existing’, and so the working class, curtailed
by their encounter with existence, publicly have to resolve
existentially the problem of their objectivity as an
experience of presence physiologically, biochemically,
endured as an experience composing their temporality:
their experience of time, possibility and the nature of the
aspects in terms of  which their world is constituted.  And
they have to ‘resolve’ this immediately, personally, in
comportments constituted vis-à-vis disclosures of their
significance, in a manner that copes with their being-
actualised in such ways as they are physiologically lived
in their consequences moment-to-moment.  It is hard to do
justice to what one realises listening to those who are most
accommodated to lives without hope or choice, without
deploying an elucidatory categorical structure which
restores the immanent significances of forms of speech
which under-describe implicitly shared experiences.  We
need to be able to recognise how hope, choice, or wishing
are:

4 Mayfield Super Strong Lager is a staple of the poorest of the
South Yorkshire Working Class.  As someone described it,
‘It’s local cheap nasty alcoholic’s drink and that’s it.’  I also
heard it described as ‘Mind-Slayer’ which captures the sense
of the testimony.  It is usually fifty pence cheaper than Special
Brew and a third less than Tenants Super..

Heidegger and Understanding the Urban Poor: Chemical Simon J Charlesworth
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...rooted with ontological necessity in Dasein as care;
they are not just ontologically undifferentiated
Experiences occurring in a ‘stream’ which is completely
indefinite with regard to the meaning of its being.
(Heidegger 1962: 238)

The meaning of one’s being, the total orientation of one’s
being-oriented by how the terms of one’s presence are
realised vis-à-vis others, realises for one the terms of
available possibilities, the extent of one’s possibilities as a
human being.  They are reduced by the meaning of their
being, as it is acquired as sense through the totality of
relations through which the person finds themselves
located

Right now, Ah’m workin’ ‘ere just two days, just to get
mi money, Ah...Ah’m alright, as long as I’ve got bread
butter on the table.  That’s all is hope for, not for money,
‘cos ma mind’s not right, yer know, Ah think it so much,
still takes time, yer kids are onto you, you still...nothin’,
yer know that’s it, nothin’, it’s hard you know.

The alienation of finding oneself an object, disclosed in
affectedness, such that ‘subjectivity’ is felt as something
that one doesn’t want to be, is articulated here in ‘ma
mind’s not right...Ah think it so much’.  It is as if this
person discovers their mind ‘thought’ objectively, pre-
discursively, rendered as if ‘it’ is patterned, as if in thinking,
his thoughts re-trace, ‘discover’, something they have come
upon that is not intrinsic to or in any way of his ‘self’, a
sense in which he does not find himself and encounters
only the externality of his objectivity and condition.5  I
think that some of the grammatical forms of working class
speech, what are perceived to be un-grammatical
formulations, may not, in fact, be ungrammatical, once
one understands the way in which they are spontaneously
utilising their linguistic resources in relation to their form
of being.  Both after all issue from the grounds of sense
they confront in the social that discloses their experience.
Dealing with this originary background, a constant
encounter with being that necessitates a particular kind of
incessant coping, that is actually a constant pressing of
being into self-annihilated forms that reduce being so as to
reduce the experience of coping, ‘still takes time’, realising
oneself through forms of being in which self cannot be
experienced so that one can lessen the injuries of existing
as a ‘self’, is a desperately difficult fight against being a
human being but for those whose person-hood is so
mutilated, it is their condition of being.  It is in their mode
of access to being necessitated by their social condition as
it is interpersonally disclosed.  But a life of reduction to
the sensible, of constant, physical awareness of coping with
a life in which one has to avoid the disclosing activity of
being, in which one finds oneself through realms that offer
no forms of realisation conducive to human ways of being
all constitute a reduction to the immanent and immediate,

to a life of self-curtailment.  It has massive repercussions
for the nervous system and physiological sub-systems:

Hi gets in his’ like climbin’ fuckin’ walls, hi’ gets in hi’s
like all over, pacin’ up an’ dahn talkin’ abaht what’s
gone dahn, then hi’s smokin’ joints, snortin’ Charlie to
get it aht’r his system, bring himself dahn, chill, so hi
can sleep...hi’s fuckin’ up fo’ it, then at work hi’s got to
know what’s go’oin’ dahn, so hi’s fuckin’ with it, hi
gets in an’ yer dun’t wanna leave him hi’s fuckin’ up
wi’y it still, talkin’ talkin’ ‘bhat what’s gone on...

The expression ‘with  it’ alludes to the constant immediacy
of a totalised awareness that has to be circumspectively
realised in order to deal with the world.  A kind of
infraconscious sensitivity to presence and what is
consequential to it.  We see here a fundamental problem
arising for working class people, from the
phenomenological insight that Heidegger best articulates:

We say that the Dasein does not first need to turn back
toward itself as though, keeping itself behind its own
back, it were at first standing in front of things and
staring rigidly at them.  Instead, it never finds itself
otherwise than in the things themselves, and in fact in
those things that daily surround it.  It finds itself
primarily and constantly in things because, tending
them, distressed by them, it always in some way or
other rests in things.  Each one of us is what he pursues
and cares for.  In everyday terms, we understand
ourselves and our existence by way of the activities we
pursue and things we take care of.  We understand
ourselves by starting from them because the Dasein
finds itself primarily in things.  The Dasein does not
need a special kind of observation, nor does it need to
conduct a sort of espionage on the ego in order to have
the self; rather, as the Dasein gives itself over
immediately and passionately to the world itself, its
own self is reflected to it from things.  (Heidegger 1988:
159)

The problem is when the world of one’s concern, when
what one has to deal with, and be engaged by, is
threatening, devaluing, so incessantly demanding of one’s
being that it realises being through a whole psycho-
corporeal-physiological realm of engaged, actualised,
‘there-ness’ that is physical-comportmental  Then one’s
being is realised in motor-responses to what one perceives
‘in the world’ as it is realised for one, such that one has to
be totally, passionately and immediately, constantly, in
every lived-moment, ‘with it’, to a degree that one becomes
so affected by the world that one finds being so acute that
one remains, after-the-event, gripped by a world that has
demanded so much immediacy and such committed forms
of being, ‘his’ like climbin’ fuckin’ walls, hi’ gets in hi’s
like all over, pacin’ up an’ dahn talkin’ abaht what’s gone
dahn, then hi’s smokin’ joints, snortin’ Charlie to get it
aht’r his system...’.  Whilst in this instance the threat is an
arduous job, this way of being is necessitated by the overall
way in which working class existence is situated in regard
of its significance: a way that leaves working class people
facing these kind of jobs, or others like them, because their
significance means they cannot compete on more
prestigious markets.”  This form of circumspective concern

5 This is why the most damaged find nurturant care and love
for their children and each other so unrealisable.  Finding
themselves ‘externally’ in terms of an objectivised subjectivity,
it is little wonder that, having their being disclosed through
this modality they themselves realise being through the
modality in-terms-of-which they are disclosed and find it hard
to find vital subjectivities in those of their condition which
they brought into the condition.
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is necessitated by the realm of comportmentally realised
injunctions and distances through which working class
people encounter being as it is disclosed in immediate
responses that have to be dealt with in the immediacy of
the flesh as it feels and responds to its own reception in the
very moment through which it is fixed.  It is because what
one can be to oneself relies on how one can encounter
one’s person or self that Heidegger can say, ‘Self is there
for the Dasein itself without reflection and without inner
perception, before all reflection.  Reflection, in the sense of
a turning back, is only a mode of self-apprehension, but
not the mode of primary self-disclosure’ (Heidegger 1988:
159).  I think there is great accuracy, therefore, in working
class formulations that issue spontaneously from their
speech, what appear to be category mistakes in their speech
perhaps depend to a large degree on how one understands
what the formal grammar of the grammarians signifies.
For example, in a local pub, I heard a woman describe her
partner in the following way, ‘Hi’s aht enjoyin’ ‘is seln’,
bit’r banter’.  What struck me, here, was her formulation.
The correct pronunciation would be ‘He is out enjoying
himself’, as though the self belonged to the subject much
as how our philosophical tradition understands self-
possession whereas the woman’s formulation of this, ‘Hi’s
aht enjoying his seln’, bit’r banter’ seems to me to mirror
Heidegger’s terms. The woman is articulating that her
partner is realised as a self only in his pressing through
what social forms there are available and it is only in those
practices of banter that he is realised as a self, and in those
terms, his form of being a self is as limited by the
circumscribed nature of the form itself that arises from the
circumscribed practical realm.   Working class existence is
forced to be realised in terms of and by the culture and
economy in which it is situated, objectively and publicly.
Listening to a small group of working class people, in their
early twenties, who were clearly at the lowest economic
level, facing a life stranded between state benefits and ill-
remunerating fiddle jobs, one woman lamented, ‘Yer know,
Ah wish Ah could stop swearin’; stop smokin’; stop talkin’
same; bi different.’  The casualness with which she spoke
of a yearning to be different, to exist in difference positively
constituted, rather than negatively, the desire to be marked
apart from the common, evidenced in her articulation, ‘stop
talkin’ same’, that, as everyone else around her talks, is
part of a habituated, mimetically acquired, commonality
of the flesh that cannot be relinquished by longing; it is
beyond the will of individuals to individuate themselves
other than by their means of access to being: their flesh.
Flesh sensed through their skin’s sensitivity to the
transitivities of sense that they encounter, disclosed, vis-à-
vis others which constitute a distinct realm that is
encountered because of a relational significance, realised
in relations constituted via the sense that issues from
instantiations that reproduce patterns of being.  This
woman wants to be free of the being in terms of  which she
encounters herself, she wants to be free of negation, free of
the patterns of sense that negate her and reproduce her
and her child’s position.  One is struck by what her speech
spontaneously delineates: swearing and smoking, aspects
of existence particularly relevant on prestigious social
markets concerned with employment and sex, chief
mediators of personal value and income.  This woman
knows that she is fatally flawed in her capacity to access
resources and the consequences of this are a kind of self-

loathing that leads to a kind of general circumscribed way
of realising being so as to avoid the pain of being.  These
are mortal questions and when three young people sit
around a table talking about their response to this
condition, of being, we must take seriously that this
encounter is visited upon them, daily.  In response to the
sorrow of a close friend, one young man tried to impart a
sense of fellow feeling, he tried desperately to address a
mutilated experience of being by insisting on the need for
pride, for self-respect:

Yer can’t tha’s got to bi what yer ahr!  Ah’ve got girls
so fuckin’ what?  Ah gu rahnd tellin’ everyone, Ah’m
proud, Ah’ll bi tekin’ ‘em to Wedn’s’d’y [Sheffield
Wednesday Football Club] games tellin’ ‘em to bi
proud.

What struck me, were his first words, ‘Yer can’t tha’s got
to bi what yer ahr!’  What he is saying is that one’s habitus,
the habitual way one comes to access being, as a
qualitatively disclosed interpersonal form, is a destiny in a
society in which social organisation takes shape in relation
to hierarchical forms of organisation in which the dominant
constitute themselves as valued in relation to those they
negate.  This man is counselling a personal resolution to a
terrible social destiny; the only realm of resolution that
can exist for such people is a purely personal one, the
attitude they take to their dispossession.  They are forced
to cope with being, in being, by being, because their
evacuation from the public terrain of an institutionalised
economy leaves them no means to appropriate human
forms that allow them to progressively appropriate forms
that enrich their experience of being persons.  Person-hood
is not a birth-right; it is not any kind of right at all.  It is, in
our societies, a privileged form that the middle classes
constitute as a crucial medium of their social power.  The
problem for those subordinated to forms of person-hood
devoid of subject-hood is that their way of being-realised
curtails their capacities for relational forms that are
necessary to the civil realm; they do not have the means to
participate as citizens, nor even to manage stable domestic
relations.  That working class people experience severe
impediments to their capacity to ground a meaningful
inter-subjective realm through their impoverished
relationship to the signifying medium that language is, is
manifest in the following:

X: Thing is tha’s gorra get on wi’ folks.  Conversation
in general Ah mean, Ah can get by, but no mo’ore, Ah
just find it rait ‘ard t’ talk wi’ folks, thi’s nowt the’er in
mi t’ se’. Y: Ah dun’t care what anybody ses, people
are allous gunna gu in gangs.  X: Ah’m alrait wi’ lads
at w’k.

The sense of impoverishment attendant on lacking the
resources to signify in complex ways is well articulated by
one plasterer who said, ‘Ah know what Ah want to se’ but
Ah can’t get words aht cos Ah dun’t use the fuckers’.  It is
this expressive inability that means that working class
couples often find it difficult to relate.  For example, in the
following description of a night out the issue finally
becomes prominent:

I wo’ winding er up about something and she went

Heidegger and Understanding the Urban Poor: Chemical Simon J Charlesworth
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‘bastard!’...bump! [draws right fist around onto left
hand to imitate a right hook] smacked me in nose and
I dun’t know whether she brock it again or what but it
just went...vough [imitates and gestures at nose
flooding with blood] fucking blood all over and then
she went [immitates concerned voice] ‘oh are’yer
alright’ and I went ‘do I fucking look alright?’ We ad to
stop taxi and I got out and pavement, I looked at it as
I crossed road and there were  blood all over and mi
shirt and trousers were fucking covered in it.  And I
said to er next morning ‘why did yer ‘it me last night?’
and she went ‘I can’t remember’...but she just snapped
lik(e)’that but if she ever saw me, not ever saw me, say
I went out Saturday night and got off with a bird, she’d
come and smack ‘er and she’d smack me an’ all.  She’s
a right violent tempered little fucker, right fucking
violent.  When she wo trying to ‘it me I used to grab
‘old of ‘er and I cunt help but laugh cos her face were
like that [imitates face and voice] ‘fucking get off of
me’ and I’d laugh and say ‘you fucking crazy bitch’
like and it just med ‘er worse so when I let ‘er go she’d
just go, [Imitates noise] fuck and she’d be theer again,
fucking ell.  She wa a right fiery little devil.  I mean she
wo only 8 stone wet through.’ S: What du yer think it
is that meks yer fait wi’ each other? P: Ah dun’t know,
it’s like Ah’m not like you yer know wi’ mi words an’
shit, an’ it’s like wells up inside, Ah an’t got them words
to speak, an’ wi’ just end lashin’ aht at each other. S:
Yer mean like because of the frustration of not being
able to find the words? P: Ahr, frustration, Ah feel it all
across ‘ere [gestures across chest] an’ Ah can’t talk it
wi’ ‘er, so wi’ end up faitin’.

They lack the means to generate complex forms of self in
terms of which to be related and spend their time trying to
share ‘doing’ things without the means to appropriate that
‘doing’ so that it becomes anything other than an
individuated experience of carelessness:

Thi can’t form relationships cos thi an’t really got that
much of a clue abaht what really matters, so thi’ get
pissed, ‘cos thi’ can’t vent the’re emotions on anybody,
then thi’ look at TV, thi relate to TV instead’r a person.
It dehumanises people so thi can’t relate to people.

The centrality of forms of concern, of sharing a sense of a
way in which things matter grounded in a mutually shared
way of being that allows one to appropriate being as a
resource to forge shared human forms, is spontaneously
privileged here in order to illuminate the practices, and
ways of being-realised embedded in those practices, that
characterise working class life.  This is manifest in how
working people spend their leisure time.  They have to be
physically involved in ‘bantering’ to mask how
impoverished their forms of being-realised are and they
need drink and drugs to allow them better to press into
the available, realise themselves in forms that are not
particularly engaging.  Hence, one person observes, ‘coce’s
[cocaine] everywhe’er nahr when tha’ gu’s on a ne’eght
aht’, and another described the Christmas period as spoiled
by ‘cocaine fuelled aggression everywhe’er’.  The link
between the stress of working class culture and forms of
leisure practices that involve drug use is narrated by
another person:

Ah’ve gi’d up wi’t drugs nahr, that wo’ ma new year’s
resolution.   Ah still like mi smoke though, (S: Du yer?)
Tha’s gorra when w’kin’ on council estates wi’ all
nutters an’ fuck ups. (S: ‘is that why?) Ahr all fuckin’
weirdos packed onto estates.  Ah wo’ doin’ a lot’r drugs,
lot’r cocaine, fuckin’ guin’ aht blowin’ it all aht on mi,
but it wo’ fuckin’ mi up, Ah wo’ lyin’ t’ mi parents,
Ah’ve b’in clear fo’ two week nahr, it wo’ affectin’ mi
mind, mi balance, mi smell’s just come back today, Ah
wok up an’ Ah can smell things again.

Again, it seems that their experience requires self-
annihilation, “guin’ aht blowin’ it all aht on mi”. It seems
that they need chemical aid to be realised in an engaged
way with their activity of self-annihilation because their
form of being is one in which projectively human forms
are redundant

S: Wi’ drinkin’ or smokin’ what is it in particular? Ah
mean a lot’r time, Ah think it’s boredom a lot’r times,
yer know, wi’ smokin’ an that, it’s boredom, pure
boredom, when Ah’m at work, Ah’m sat in a cabin fo’
twelve hours an’ like if Ah an’t got a smoke fo’ six
hours ‘am like, Ah’m climbin’ walls, it is borin’, if yer
an’t got a radio or a telly, it gu’s like an’ up-hill task,
Ah mean, Ah’ve allous got radio nahr in t’ bag.

Smoking is here located as a coping remedy to a situated
experience of presence, of being-there, in the confinement
that is a central experience of being working class, ‘if Ah
an’t got a smoke fo’ six hours ‘am like, Ah’m climbin’
walls’.  ‘Climbing the walls’ clearly refers to an acute
experience of irritability,6 in which one’s need to be
engaged in absorbing stimuli that issue from interpersonal
forms of involvement based in solicitude or mutual respect
and that engage one circumspectively, totally and generally
is frustrated by their absence.  Certain forms of human
presence, absorb and engage us, such that in our lost-ness
in the everyday, we are snatched from the inertness that
makes irritability a problem.  Rather than inertly sensing
the bare stimuli of the condition of our presence vis-à-vis
others, the capacity to sense of the sympathetic nervous
system when engaged by others through forms that realise
us as persons, who are ‘expected, solicited, overwhelmed
with obligations and commitments’ (Bourdieu 2000: 240),
alters the nature of our experience of being, as our
perceptual field absorbs humanly meaningful,
circumspectively absorbing forms of awareness that alter
the status of our relation to our being-for-ourselves.  Being
overwhelmed with obligations and commitments, ‘is...to
be snatched from solitude or insignificance’ and to
‘experience, in the most continuous and concrete way, the
feeling of counting for others, being important for them,
and therefore in oneself...a kind of continuous justification
for existing’ (Bourdieu 2000: 240).  This is why Heidegger
sees ‘Being-there-too’ as characterised by a ‘sameness of
Being as circumspectively concernful Being-in-the-world’
(Heidegger 1962: 154).  It is a mode of being, vis-à-vis
others, in which the being of individuals is not
‘discriminated beforehand and then apprehended’

6 ‘Irritability’ refers to the capacity to respond to stimuli.
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(Heidegger 1962: 155) and so the person does not
experience a disengagement and lack of engagement that
leaves them inertly responding to a perceptual field in
which they are situated as objects, their being disclosed as
‘...present-at-hand-along ‘with’ them within a world’
(Heidegger 1962: 154), unrealised as human beings left
merely, feeling the full welling of their capacity to sense
stimuli: feel with all the physiological consequence that
such passivity in regard of the sensible instils as their being
physiologically draws their body toward a responsive
attunement manifest in the biochemical sub-systems of the
sympathetic nervous system as anxiety which magnifies
the affective, resulting in coping behaviours that address
the physiological medium in its essence as a biochemical
system.  Without interpersonal forms of engagement
facilitating the realisation of our being as an essential form,
our capacity to be absorbed, even in our own being, is
annihilated and we obsesses over the details of a sensory
and perceptual field that becomes magnified by its
inconsequential inertness.  This effect of moving from a
state in which one becomes conspicuous to oneself in every
detail of the mediums of one’s affective and sensory
disclosure, to one in which we come to perceive through
non-thematic circumspective absorption (Heidegger 1962:
107) or come to awareness that involves ourselves as
disclosed in terms of significances that themselves are
consequential for the range of ways we can be, and hence
feel and perceive, is well expressed by a manual worker
who had been off work with pain in his knees:

Ah want t’ gu back t’ work; Ah’ve bin w’kin’ on ‘ouse
all week an’ mi knees ‘ave bin a lot better, pains bi’n a
lot less while Ah’ve bi’n w’kin’ on ‘ouse.  Yer know,
bein’ occupied teks pain away, Ah dun’t seem t’ notice
same.

As he is absorbed by work and realised in relation to
projects that have involved him in contact with other
people in a form of relation that realises him as the subject
of real interpersonal forms, the nature of his awareness
shifts and he becomes less irritable, notices the pain of his
work-ravaged limbs less.

In a sense, irritability, our capacity to relate to stimuli,
allows for the possibility of our realisation in engagement
through communicative relations that realise us
interpersonally through practical forms that absorb us in
aspects, or senses, of the world in which we are made
distant from ourselves by being lost in the sense of our
realisation vis-à-vis others vis-à-vis the world of our
reference that constitutes the possibility of the shared
perceptions that are the basis of our communication and
realisation.  If the stimuli that we experience are constantly
similar, constantly un-absorbing, always common, if they
lack patterns that engage us in fulfilling aspects, then it is
clear that this capacity, this latent characteristic of our being
will become a haunting problem, as our human capacities
themselves become the source of our misery.  So that,
lacking access to a world of communicative processes that
absorb and realise us, we are forced to bring being to the
level of the available practical realm of our encounter with
it and accommodate ourselves to our experience of the
world so that our experience is accommodated to the
grounds of its possibility.  We must realise the subduing

of our human proclivities.  However, these being essential
aspects of our being, aspects of the biochemical processes
of our sensory nervous system, we will need to address
these biochemical sub-systems via the medium of their
process: the chemical.  Hence our affective attunement to
being, as it is interpersonally disclosed, has necessary
consequences that are realised via taste and practices, via
forms that only vulgarly ‘show-up’ as ‘life-style’ from a
great distance.  The urgency of this necessity-born
encounter with being, with form of person-hood, is
essential and goes right through being as reality integrates
the body-subject as a psycho-corporeal entity which
experiences integration through the range of its realisation
as a sense-bound creature whose inter-corporeal nature is
attuned to the conditions of its individuation vis-à-vis
publicly disclosed aspects of sense that are interpersonally
instantiated in the processes constitutive of the public
domain.  Because the aspects constitutive of this experience
only arise from an encounter with being as it is
interpersonally disclosed in instantiations of sense, we
must signify such aspects in relation to a situating of
testimonies in relation to aspects that contextualise working
class life but which are not directly visible within space
that is constituted in distinction from what its own
difference leads it to be separated from.  The
meaninglessness of these peoples’ lives is linked to the
experience of absurdity characteristic of other aspects of
working class people’s lives.  And the physiological
consequences are the same.  The link between frustration,
boredom and the ingestion of substances that can be
catalogued as aspects of a distinct lifestyle, is made by
another worker:

Biggest thing wi’ me is bo’oredom, if Ah’m not at w’k
Ah get wrestless, boored shitless, Ah plan mi ‘olidays
round weather so Ah can do someaht else, w’k ahtside
on ‘ouse, du someaht in garden, mek someaht, if Ah’m
not doin’ someaht Ah’m boored, so Ah drink to kill
boredom.

Again, we see displacing a mood with another mood that
one needs sedating to realise. ‘Killing’ boredom means
reducing one’s capacity to relate to stimuli, it is a way of
reducing irritability by reducing the generative human
capacities that are the medium of perception and cause of
frustration in a cultural and social world that is imploded
by the conditions of working class life.  These people lack
the means to dwell in their own souls because their way of
being is to be a realised facticity, a way of being that is
overly-economised, overly reduced both in its public terms
of sense and in what is available such that even in leisure,
the only meaningful thing they can do, is work: ‘Ah plan
mi ‘olidays round weather so Ah can do someaht else, w’k
ahtside’.  And work dominates the way that they are
realised, vis-à-vis themselves, such that the forms of being
necessitated by work involve them in realising themselves
via subjectless practices that requires them to obliterate
their conscious faculties in order to rest in the brief time
they have before the interpersonal forms necessitated by
work consume them again:

I just wanted to drink, I’d bin work all day, An Ah
come in ‘ere [bar], Ah’d got t’ bi up fo’ w’k New year’s
day, so Ah din’t want to fuck abaht socialisin’, Ah just
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wanted t’ get four pints dahn mi an’ get aht so Ah
could sleep to get up fo’ w’k.

Here, the realisation of this person as an automaton, in
which consciousness is a painful redundancy, means he
actively wants to avoid engagement and human realisation,
wants to avoid mediums of engagement that realise him
consciously, because it interferes with the form of being
necessitated by his employment and which he will merely
have to accommodate to, immediately, the next morning
when consciousness breaks through the alcohol-induced
slumber that is his respite.  We see that economic
conditions, inflected via conditions of employment,
dominate the personal forms of realisation instantiated in
non-work time.  Is there any wonder that health is affected
when human existence is so dominated by the effects of
economic conditions and forms of employment?  As
Bourdieu suggests, ‘the sheer pressure of economic
necessity’ imposes ‘forced submission...to the economic
order’ (Bourdieu 1979: 65) and this submission creates
tension because people have to exist as frustrated, over-
worked, under-paid, burdened people, troubled constantly
by penury and familial obligations, enmired in poverty
and then afflicted by the stress of over-work:

Ah’m thinkin’ ‘r suin’ boss at w’k (S: What fo’?) Liver
damage, it’s fuckin’ w’k what meks mi drink.  If Ah
din’t ‘ave stress ‘r w’k t’ deal wi’ Ah’d not drink.  Minds
yer, then Ah’d drink ‘cos Ah wo’ bo’ored, Ah’d bi in
‘ere all day ‘cos Ah’d got nowt t’ do.

In other words, the economic order involves this
submission: a sacrifice of self in which the individual is
caught up in a constant realisation of themselves as devoid
of presence; as un-needing; as ignorant of fruition and thus
of engagement; caught between frustration and boredom
with little room for engagement or realisation.  They are
caught in practices that annihilate themselves in order to
feel less by way of their being.  They lose themselves in
performances of ‘fun’ that require alcohol and drugs, the
cognitive equivalent of the condom, which act as a
perceptual protective layer lessening the experience of un-
being and un-realisation, lessening the direct perceptual
consequences of pain, frustration, humiliation, boredom,
position. Cognitively they realise being performatively to
produce engagements, socially, interpersonally, outside
work, that provide the illusion of activity, while deadening
the acuity of the sympathetic nervous system in ways that,
finally, damage it and, over the long-term, destroy the
person as their body, finally, acquiesces to forms
instantiated to cope with this living death.

It is not simply that their lives are hard in relation to
economic access or form of work, it is not merely that they
are socially vulnerable, devalued and under-paid; the
hardest thing they face, their greatest problem, is their
terms of being and how they experience being-disclosed.
The meaning of being places demands upon us, demands
that are experienced physiologically as a totalised unified
experience of being, ‘stressed’, such that one must cope
with one’s embodiment as an interpersonally disclosed
experience that carries acute physiological consequences.
This makes one’s human perceptual capacities and the
cognitions that issue from them, something that must be

dealt with such that achieving an indifference to the
significances one encounters the world in-terms-of becomes
a major aspect constitutive of one’s way of life or form of
leisure.7  As one person put it, ‘Drinkin’ numbs thi’ brain,
that’s what a lot do it fo’’.  As another manual worker
narrated, ‘it’s tranquilisin’ yerseln’, it’s tekin’ all shit’r day
away so tha’ can face another day, same: that’s what it’s
abaht’.  Be it work, insecurity, vulnerability or a life
mediated by all three, a world disclosed in negation has
consequences for forms of being that have to be
understood.  As the following description of the nature of
a brother’s relation to himself makes clear, ‘’is a bit insecure
‘cos hi’s not amounted to much in life, like Ah’ve not, so hi
dun’t think much’r ‘imseln’ so ‘is allous askin’ questions ‘r
‘imseln, like, wi’ others’; not amounting to much means
being little, to oneself, for others.  In a sense, there is, at the
personal core of working class experience, a profound
struggle with the problem of nonsense.  Their lives are
devoid of sense, positively affirming donations,
instantiated, that allow for their self-realisation and
anchoring in conspicuous identities that can be born, worn
and lived.  But, this nonsense is not itself the absence of
sense (Deleuze 1990: 71), rather it is a mode of experience
derived from the incapacity to solicit mediations embedded
in none-verbal cues, that are the condition of mimetically
possessing, acquiring, humanly recognisable forms of
being that secure identity by realising us within the aegis
of definitive forms.  The sense of malaise at the heart of
much of working class experience, what is narrated as
boredom, is rooted in this ontological problem that arises
personally for them because of the social relations
constitutive of their experience in the contemporary
economic and social order.  Hence this anxiety over the
form of the flesh, ‘’is [the brother] allous comin’ up to me
sayin’ ‘du yer think mi tan’s comin’ on?’.8  The event, the
subject-comportment structure of being-there, arises from
ramifying webs of sense, disclosed such that configurations
of sense realise people whose instantiated encounter with
being positions them in relation to the perceptions they
share, perceptions that issue from the nature of their being
as a common way of being-there.  It is the acuity of this
physical encounter with a world disclosed in meaning, in
our encounter with being as presence that we must
understand.  The depth of the poverty of the experience of
being that is part of the backdrop to working class life,
comes through very powerfully in the following:

S: What Ah’m interested in is the link between all this
experience and the drugs, do you think all this abaht
how you are treated is behind why people take drugs?
Err...Ah think thi’ tek it aht’r an easy way aht, (S: Aht’r
what though?) problems, relationships, mi cousin
Barry, hi lost his Mum at fo’ty seven an’ just lost it,
went off’r rails, (S: Yer think it’s the feelin’s that mek
‘em tek drugs?) Oh ahr, a lot on ‘em do it to...when yer
tek heroin, yer dun’t feel cold, even if it is cold, Ah’ve

7 In other words differences in ways of living must be mapped
back to the forms of being constitutive of them.  Forms of
being, once elucidated in detail, allow us to understand what
is constitutive of ways of living.

8 For evidence of the negative public significance of the flesh
of working class people in the UK, checkout sites like, http:/
/www.chavtowns.co.uk/; http://www.chavscum.co.uk/;
http://www.rob-smith.co.uk/chavs/Chav_Bab.html.
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bin around a lot’r drug addicts an’ Ah’ve said to Barry,
when yer on street, ‘Don’t yer feel it,’ ‘cos Ah used to
feel it, an’ hi’d se’ ‘Ye’ but Malc, you an’t teken Heroin’,
‘cos Ah an’t, to bi honest Ah wun’t dare tek it, an’ ‘er,
hi ses ‘No Ah dun’t feel it, Ah’ve ‘ad abaht eighty or
ninety mill ‘r Heroin an’ Ah dun’t feel it, Ah just wek
up in mornin’’, nahr, Ah’d feel it.  (S: Du thi’ tek it to
not feel?) Oh ye’, Ah’ve lived wi’ ‘em fo’ five an six
year an’ they’d se’, when you’re on heroin, you just
don’t care abaht anything your on top, yer feel on top,
yer not bothered abaht anything yer don’t feel anything
yer not bothered abaht anything, yer not bothered abaht
nothing, yer dun’t giy a fuck abaht owt, yer can sleep
aht in freezing weather in middle’r winter an’ not feel
it, yer don’t care abaht anything when yer on that, mate,
yer invincable, when yer on heroin, you don’t care
abaht anythin’.  (S: Cos obviously not feeling is only
positive if what yer feel is negative, if we all had good
lives we’d want to feel.)  Oh the feel great, the feel
fabulous, ‘undred percent on that, ‘undred per cent,
an’ that’s better than feelin’ no percent...

Again, we find the spontaneous formulation deeply telling,
‘when you’re on heroin, you just don’t care abaht anything
your on top, yer feel on top’: why would a change in the
biochemistry of the body’s sensuous-nervous system be
narrated using categories that relate to position, unless
position was a fundamental medium of the disclosive
processes constitutive of one’s feelings and affective
attunement to being, presence, and one’s humanity?  As
this person goes on, ‘yer not bothered abaht anything’.  It
is as if perceptions, cognitions, are a source of injury, which
of course they are; if what one finds disclosed is negation,
then indifference to everything denoted as ‘anything’
would be the only access to anything worth-while.  Without
anything affirming, realising or fulfilling, not feeling and
not being bothered by one’s own negation would be as
close to fulfilment as one might get.  Indifference to a
condition of negation is the final conclusion of this person’s
reasoning, ‘yer don’t feel anything yer not bothered abaht
anything, yer not bothered abaht nothing’, being not
bothered about nothing is a response to a world constituted
from being nothing, from insignificance, in a world in
which one’s significance is crucial to interpersonal forms
of ‘social’ organisation that realise inequalities which
finally become inequalities of existence itself.  These people
encounter being in relation to meanings that overtake them
but which they do not intend; theirs is an encounter with
a public significance that arises from the constitution of
the public realm to provide value for those who constitute
it as a resource to beget other resources and, in it, condemn
those they negrify to lives of hopeless banality, to negation.
Negation is the qualitative terrain through which they
encounter being, on which they exist, and it is in regard to
this living death that they realise their being as a form of
physiological coping in which they must realise, daily, the
killing of their conscience, the subduing of their
consciousness, the suppression of their sympathetic
nervous system and the elimination of their sensitivity to
the world disclosed in perception as primordially that of
their kind.  The nature of their existence becomes part of
their visibility and identity. They become enmired in a
form of being that is itself an intraworldly aspect of

working class life, a form of being  that the working class
spontaneously use categories to name in relation to a
coherent understanding of the exigencies that impel such
necessitated forms:

The’re smack ‘eads, Fuckin’ Eastwood Smack ‘eads.
Fuckin’ Y’s [a drug dealer] doin’ well, fuckin’ b-u-s-y
man, Ah’m tellin’ yer.  (S: Why’s that?) Fuckin’ mo’ore
people wan’ it, plus it’s gettin’ cheaper, A ten pahn’
bag’s a ten pahnd bag, it’s not gone up in ten years, thi’
an’t got money so it ‘as to stay same, thi’ can manage
on twenny quid a day.  It’s rock-’eads that have the
expensive ‘abit; a smack ‘ead can manage beginnin’ an’
end’r day on two hits, them bastards can’ do a grahnd
a day.  With them [Heroin addicts] the’re a slave to the’
habit, it keeps them alive, if they didn’t have that,  fuck
it they would be fucked, the habit is the solution,
without that fuck me they would have nothing to live
for.  They would just see life fo’ what it is an’ then thi’
fuckin’ would bi in trouble.  Yer see, wi’ the smack
‘eads the’r is a belongin’ the’er, the’re there as a group,
thi’ ‘ungry at same time, thi’ gu aht huntin’ at same
time, ringin’ rahnd at same time, see who’se got a tenner
fo’ a ten pahnd bag, they’ve got something they are
there fo’ the escape, heroin is an escape, I hate anyone
who’se there fo’ a good time the crack ‘eads, coke ‘eads,
but the smack eads Ah can ‘ave sympathy once yer
understand ahr thi’ live.

What we see here is an appreciation of the hopelessness
that fuels the drug economy as a crucial economy within
suppressed economic conditions.  The details manifest the
way that necessity drives these lives, such that feelings
must be fought with other feelings, chemicals used to
displace affective states that are injurious with the chemical
solution to a sympathetic nervous system drowning in the
chemical stressors that result from worry, poverty, lack of
respect and hopelessness.  Bourdieu speaks of people ‘kept
in a state of perpetual frustration and insecurity which
leads them to hope for immediate satisfactions’ (Bourdieu
1979: 65).  With immediacy becoming such a problem
because of the economic disablement produced by the
middle classes’ control of the civil realm and public space,
such people have no choices. They cannot affect their
destinies and are left trapped in an endless moment.  The
only thing they can affect is their feelings about their
condition and in these terms their response makes perfect
sense.  Despairing economic conditions produce sub-
economies that relate to the behavioural responses that
people adopt to cope with their condition:

…W’kin’ in a fuckin’ shit job, gettin’ up in dark, yer ‘ot
‘cowd; ‘ot cowd, fuckin’ w’kin yer bollocks off, Ah
mean, mi brother hi’s allous moanin’ abaht his
existence, all hi does ‘is talk abaht ‘ahr fuckin’ bad it is,
it drives yer to drink, ‘cos yer just so fuckin’ bored all
time.  One’r mates hi’ ses “ye’ but yer’ve got t’ think’r
future”, w’kin’ fo’ fo’ty y’r fo’ a two ‘undred pahnd a
week pension, Ah’d fuckin’ kill miseln’ if Ah wo’ gunna
live like that.  All the’re is is numb thi’ fuckin’ brain,
that’s why wiyin’ a quarter’r a mile yer’ve four discount
booze places.  Ah mean, imagine in a middle class area
some fat balled bloke wi’ tits dahn ‘ere, “alrait love can
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Ah get this stella past yer”.  When Ah wo’ w’kin’, Ah’d
drink just to mek it bearable9.  I’ve stopped drinkin’
cos Ah’ve stopped work.

It is a fearsome struggle in which all that they are, and
may well ever be, is constantly confronted.  Young people
desperately involved in dealing with so little, expending
so much money and effort on dealing with insignificance,
old enough to know they have failed, they are interrogated
by the values of the public world that faces them if they
ever want to try to be more than they are.  They are
interrogated by terms they cannot hope to countermand
and all they can do is refuse the terms, refuse to be drawn
to commit to terms of being that can only leave them even
more humiliated.  Hence, in refusal, they are hard with
themselves, they live a life of constant unconscious
responding to their form of being (for-others) by using
drugs and drink and being harsh towards others.  A
constant aggression originating in their relation to
themselves in which a primal, original violence has been
done by the public background of distinctions in which
their experience is located.  So sensitive are they that they
have no choice but to fashion a myth of themselves as hard
and immune to justice or humanity.  They care about
nothing but themselves because they can find nothing in
the world to found a form of care that is anything but
annihilating.  Without mattering for themselves to
themselves, they find themselves, ‘as we are not our own,
as we have lost our self in things and humans while we
exist in the everyday’ (Heidegger 1988: 160).  What we can
see, finally, is that, it is degradation that degrades the
degraded: it is the disclosures of sense vis-a-vis others that
introduces them to forms of significance that they must
bare as the disclosive context that their existence issues
from.  In this sense, presence precedes existence.  For these
people, they experience their presence as an encounter with
a series of meanings that they do not intend and the
physiological reach of the effects of these degraded
meanings is the ‘cause’ of their response: in their ‘actions’
they are reduced by the stresses of the meanings they
psycho-corporeally live to behaviours that damage their
health. When working class speakers articulate, therefore,

they do so from a shared positionality that is psycho-
corporeally lived, comportmentally disclosed in shared
cues that signal a body-subject attuned to the same
disclosing dynamics that constitute working class
experience.  Hence, their articulations are local elaborations
of a whole that they presuppose.  Moreover, their language
refers to implicit knowledge of a shared world that arises
from treatments constitutive of position such that
grounding their significations interpretatively relies upon
an ontological grasp of the nature of their being that must
be reconstructed through the use of categories sensitive to
their ontology.  Their articulations manifest a sensibility, a
range of awareness affectively disclosed, that arises from
the totality of relational disclosures that pervasively
constitute the sense of their lives as an encounter with
being that must be met in-being, countered through being,
in comportments attuned to the presence they experience
being, as.  An environing of the flesh that is lived
primordially and countered biochemically:

...fuckin’ stress-city, hi ses Ah’ve got to gu on this
co’ourse to keep mi job, fuckin’ NVQ level two, Ah’m
like, ‘fuck Ah’ve enough on’, it’s just one thing after
another at w’k, one bastard thing follers another, a
bucket an’ tears that’s me, fuck it, Ah’m gunna gu aht
an’ get absolutely fuckin’ blankered, forget everythin’,
it’s just fuckin’ frustration-ville...see thi’ lads...

Here, the environing is rendered in ‘stress-city’ and
‘frustration-ville’, and the utter soul-less misery of this
encounter with sadness rendered in ‘a bucket an’ tears
that’s me’, where essence is denoted as a form of
affectedness that necessitates a solution to this experience
of being, ‘Ah’m gunna gu aht an’ get absolutely fuckin’
blankered, forget everythin’’.  What is interesting here is
the way that an activity of vacation, of un-mediating of a
possible mode of self-engagement is sought as an activity
of self-annihilation in relation to this experience of being.
What we see is why cognition itself, and the categories one
finds in everyday language, must be situated in relation to
a detailed elucidation of the form of being from which
they issue.  What we see is that vernacular forms emerge
from a direct encounter with the unreflective grounds of
existence and their formulations are thus more precise
guides to the phenomenal than classifications that emerge
from derived relations to the real.  The vernacular is closer
to the unthought, pervasive, pre-reflective medium in
which existence coheres than the taxonomically derived
problematics of social science.  Talk, as a dialect, non-
standardised, illegitimate form that arises from beyond
the institutional forms that produce the standard, classified,
legitimate forms of discourse that are those of the expert
and the state, is ‘the mysterious well spring of every true
language’ (Heidegger quoted in Clark 2002: 78).  The
unreflective, the phenomenal, is the un-thought matrix
from which vibrant original speech issues in a primal
encounter with being that discloses sense, a sense that talk,
degraded to slang, often renders quite spontaneously.
 Because being issues from the real: it constantly discloses
the actual. What talk makes legible, is the nature of the
unreflective experience that it renders as part of a personal
struggle to cope with the physiological, psycho-corporeal
effects of being inflected in relation to exigencies that are
harsh for a being whose being issues as sense, from terms

9 These economies of despair produce a whole gamut of
economic forms that relate to coping with the physiological
experience of existing like this.  So, for example, a local general
practitioner can say, “ok - somebody’s just been trying to
persuade me to support an insurance fiddle - somewhat
against my better judgment - have declined the offer!  It’s one
of those days today I tell you.  Have discovered the going rate
at present for diazepam 10mg tablets is £1 a time - or £25  for
30  - could definitely develop side line there! Somebody else
has informed me today as well that if I ever lock myself out
and need the lock picking to get in he knows someone really
good that could help!  But, looking at the records of one of Y’s
patients this morning - police had rung to say her and her
husband had been arrested for selling their diazepam for 50p
a time.  So they’d obviously missed a money making
opportunity there!!  Diazepam is the bane of my life — all the
bloody addicts want it, all the little old ladies want it — and
I try and crow bar it off everybody!!!”

    Regarding the final comment, this relationship between the
necessity of work, it’s effects on one’s behaviour and
expenditure is well expressed in the following exchange
between a bar person and a local bus driver: “X: Nah then
Pedro?  What’s this wi’ thirty pea [pence] rise in fares?  Y:
Well, your company put ten pea [pence] on a pint, so Ah
mentioned it, thi’ve got to pay fo’ mi beers an’t thi’?
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of sense in which the significance encountered is
demeaning.  Understanding the surplus of meaning
congealed in talk, preserving the ‘force of the most
elemental words in which Dasein expresses itself’, in order
‘to keep the common understanding from levelling them
off to that unintelligibility which functions in turn as a
source of pseudo-problems’ for social science and policy
professionals, is a challenge.10  This challenge requires the
generation of evidence, a commitment of time, of life, in
order to mimetically acquire a direct experience of the
terms of a way of being, a form of life. But it is not merely
a descriptive or documentary challenge, it is a
philosophical challenge.  Social science is insufficiently
primitive, it is insufficiently dirty, it must mucky itself in
the utter banality of an ugly misery, relieve itself of the
game of interpretation that begins in a ‘multiplicity of
possible interpretations’ (Heidegger quoted in Clark 2002:
76) because producers are involved in an institutional-
social matrix that cannot access the underlying coherence
of experiences rendered disparate and ambiguous by the
impossibility of access to their grounds of sense because
their sense lies in disclosures that relate to significance, to
a publicly instantiated matrix of sense that is differentially
realised in regard of position by the terms of its realisation.
Sharing a way of being, sharing a way of life, living a form
of being (something dignified by appropriating academic
discourses as ‘ethnography’, a testimonially based form of
work) seems to me the only resolution of these questions
that being poses for those who want to spectate it and
appropriate it for their own account-giving ends. Practical,
unreflective experience, poses the most serious of questions
for practitioners of the art of Philosophy, and I hope this
piece manifests the relevance of existential phenomenology
to an understanding of the lives of the most vulnerable in
contemporary society and serves as an affirmation of the
practical importance of a philosophy of practice to the
reclamation of those condemned to essentially practical
lives.

Heidegger seems to me the first thinker to realise the
importance of what those who face working class lives
live and must live attempting to evade: the grounds of
annihilation of their own fruition in their terms of
realisation: in their encounter with being.  Heidegger
allows those confronted with working class existence to
say, for the first time, in the face of bourgeois moralising,
the central truth that all working class people live, that
being a “self” is “‘only’…a way of being of this entity”
(Heidegger 1962: 153).  It may be the dominant way of
being that the middle classes realise for themselves through
their social and institutional conditions and it may be
privileged in their accounts of human being, but this is
also why they favour notions of “constructions” and
“interpretations” when they consciously represent the
social.  It emerges from their latent understanding of being
involved in their own projective conditions.  This is why
they have such difficulty in understanding what Merleau-
Ponty called “syncretic sociability”, or the forms of being
of those who encounter being in terms of an involvement
rooted in involvement-relations that emerge from different
social conditions:

Apart from things like women are crap drivers an’
beliefs like that, workin’ class people do actually
believe in live an’ let live, thi’ ‘ave to ‘else thi’ wun’t bi
able to live together, yer know, ‘cos it’s not the middle
class’s way to live on top’r each other, an’ we ‘ave to.
We an’t got a choice, when yer work in steelworks or
dahn a mine or in fishin’ industry or on docks or when
yer workin’ on a buildin’ site an’ climbin’ up ladders
carryin’ stuff, yer ‘ave to be able to rely on your work
colleagues, an’ yer ‘ave to be able to rely on ‘em such
that, yer ‘ave to trust them wi’ yer life.  Yer know.
Somebody gets up Sat’dy mornin’ been aht on piss
night befo’or, an’ builds a fuckin’ scaffoldin’ that’s
not up to scratch, somebody fuckin’ dies.  (S: Ah know
somebody who nearly did die wi’ some scafoldin’
comin’ dahn underneath him, an’ hi wo’ in a coma fo’
six months.)  Same in Steelworks, same in pit, same
anywhere yer can think of, anywhere yer can think of
an’ that rubs off aht on yer w’kin’ ‘ours ‘cos yer allous
kind’r there thinkin’ fuckin’ life’s ‘ard enough wiy’aht
mi ‘avin’ any mo’ore agro wi’ some cunt ‘cos Ah can’t
bi bothered to wait fo’ ‘im or what not.
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Methodological Note
I have used theoretical sampling techniques and key
informant analysis at several research locations: local
gymnasia, pubs and nightclubs, the unemployment centre,
the local college, the Department of Social Security and
Job Centres. These are suitable spaces to get a sense of
contemporary working class life. These are spaces where
the ‘socially excluded’ manifest their being-excluded.
Whilst these spaces appear discontinuous they offer a
topographical network that will unify the biographical
information. That is, together, in ethnographic detail they
represent a landscape across which biographies can be
mapped; they are locations which are tied together by their
contribution to a distinct culture which is constant across
disparate social spaces. I have therefore, from necessity,
devised a form of ethnography that combines observation
and episodic testimonies with more detailed biographical
accounts. The research sites are thus sensitive areas of social
space, strategic research sites, within which people come
into being and which require a complex multi-dimensional
socio-analysis (Bourdieu 2000) through which one can re-
trace the processes of identity formation and habituation
that are the root of life-style practices. The basic method is
a form of triangulation: a theoretical sampling process that
has taken place over twelve years involving a cross section
of people at the research sites who are good ‘historians’ of
their own conditions, with whom I have used highly
interactive, lengthy interviews, often recorded, in order to
allow what is a repressed discourse about the experience
of the social to emerge.


